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Trance Channell ing begins..  

The Archangel: We thank this special group for being with us today. They have come not to 
receive, but to give. And for that we thank you. (To a Group Member) We will work with 
you, specifically, during the course of this meeting.  
 
An energy grid is being set up, as we speak, between these four friends, hence their 
positions. This is to be done unconsciously. There is no need to turn you conscious mind to 
it. Just permit the energies to enter your physical body, as they will: A special day for the 
energies in this room. Each one here has been fine-tuned to a level where this energy trip is 
now possible. Permit us to take you on a small journey. You may do this short meditation 
with your eyes open or closed, as you wish.  
 
Go within. Trust your own expanded energies. You will see a small vortex of energy within 
you that appears to be a candle flame positioning itself somewhere between the hara and 
the root chakric areas. Allow this little vortex of energy to build in momentum. The flame 
now appears to be spiraling upwards, and it moves through your physical body, up the 
chakric system, till it reaches the crown chakra. You are now one unified mass of internal 
energies.  
 
Do not label these energies in your minds, dear friends. These are combination energies; do 
not give them any one label. You will be limiting yourself. Just welcome them. As these 
energies increase within you, you will feel yourself getting lighter. Yes, physically light as 
well as expanded light. Allow this beautiful new light to shine out from all directions. Slowly 
you are forgetting that a physical body even exists. You are expanded light.  
 
This beautiful expanded light is now leaving this physical body, (which is fully protected), 
and is traveling across your country, northwards. it is now approaching the mountains that 
you call the Himalayas. Allow yourself and this expanded light to take in the beautifully new, 
activated energies of the Himalayan Mountains. Much activity is happening there right now, 
energetically. Huge energies are being received and emitted from a focal point within the 
Himalayan mountain range.  
 
Allow your light energies to be attracted to this vortex. You will find yourself drawn to a 
magnificent area in the mountain range, which has never been seen by humans before. It is 



an area of pristine energies. It is an area of divine manifestation. It is an area of vibrant 
energies: some come from across the galaxy, and are now being passed into Mother Earth. 
And simultaneously energies from Mother Earth are being passed out from this vortex and 
are circulating around the planet. Be at the center of these energies. Become part of them. 
Energies know no limits. You are floating free. You are vibrating. You are expanded. You are 
merging with all energies at this vortex. The stronger the vortex gets, the further your 
energies spread. Allow it to spread, not only within and around Mother Earth, but outward, 
throughout the universe. Yes many of you are receiving visuals of spacecraft. These are 
indeed hovering around the vortex. Some are fueling the energies. Others are simply 
facilitating this magnificent energy vortex. Be one with it. Enjoy its magnificence, its 
vibrancy. Contribute your own personal energies to this vortex. Now, in an instant, allow 
your energies to explode. Explode! Explode! Each time you explode you are birthing new 
energies within yourself. Once again, joyously explode!  
 
Instantly, draw your energies back into your physical body. Instantly you are back. Feel 
these new energies, which are yours, yet are new. Feel them coursing through out your 
physical body activating cells, vibrating all the fluids, the tissues, within your physical body. 
Welcome this new and highly adjusted DNA to your physical structure. Feel where you 
vibrate most in your physical. Allow that vibration, be it in one area or several, to expand 
outwards; filling your physical body with a new and exciting vibration. Return to full 
consciousness, allowing a link with these new energies to continue. You will find yourself 
connected to the energies of this vortex, for the remainder of this day.  
 
To a Group Member: We ask you, dear friend, to briefly describe your experience.  
 
Nin: Great expansion. I felt I was there before.  
 
The Archangel: Did you see a visual of who you where when you were in this area, in past 
incarnations? You have not been to this point, but have been near it.  
 
Nin: I feel I have walked in those areas. I was male: Thin face, wearing a white garment; a 
tall. Shepherd and a hermit.  
 
The Archangel: You were a hermit, shepherd, monk, herbalist, energy master and keeper of 
a vortex. Allow the mind to expand. The energies will reveal themselves to you... . Let us 
speak to you now, dear one. Explain to us your energy experience.  
 
Ngis: It was mainly indigos and blues. It was swirling and there were ranges of blues and 
grays. It was very calming. When you said to explode there was flashes of red and orange. 
But mainly it was blue. It was a blue experience.  
 
The Archangel: Do you feel that you have been in this area, in physical form, before?  
 
Ngis: I have been to the Himalayas; I have been to Tibet, in this life time. Before this I don’t 
know. I feel I was more energy than a being.  
 



The Archangel: Thank you. That is what we wished you to touch. Touch upon the energies 
that you were in many past life times, in this particular region.  
 
Ngis: The energy of divas and apsaras: People who fly. I get the feeling that I was this 
swirling energy.  
 
The Archangel: Very good. Swirling energies. Now you, little one, tell us joyously without 
any fear, what you saw.  
 
Ren: I see Apsaras and dances and swirling energies.  
 
The Archangel: What does all this mean to you?  
 
Ren: The joy of life— The dance of life.—The cosmic dance. It is creation.  
 
The Archangel: Yes, you have been, in many lifetimes, a Master of the cosmos. A co-creator. 
Do you now understand your current earthly affinity for color, form, shape, movement and 
Artistry?. Have you noticed that in this lifetime your actual art moves in cosmic lines, rather 
than realistic forms? Tap into this energy further, dear friend. You are ready. It will take you 
further and further along the path.  
 
Lets speak to you, dear friend. What was your experience with this mediation?  
 
Kish: i saw meadows, flowers energy. I felt I was part of it. I was living in a cave nearby. A 
monk?(inaudible)  
 
The Archangel: You have answered beautifully; with a combination of logic and intuition. 
Both are appropriate. Let us now look at the monk that you were. But this monk was not the 
usual kind of monk. Who was he? What did he do? What information did he receive?  
 
Kish: (inaudible)  
 
The Archangel: A good guess. Let us take this further. Let us give you a prod.  
 
Khur: We did the journey together in vortexes; both of us, as physical beings. Then I 
identified with Babaji. Babaji sitting on his rock. Maybe it was my expanded consciousness 
that was revealed to me. It was like layers opening with each explosion the energy shifted. 
The energy changed. In the last explosion, I became him.  
 
The Archangel: Thank you, energy Master! (To Kish) —Let us explain who you were in the 
particular lifetime that you have touched. And you have existed in this region, in many 
lifetimes, in different forms. You too were an energy Master, much like a human architect. 
Your soul purpose in this lifetime, sitting as a monk in a cave and very rarely emerging, was 
to channel and direct extraterrestrial energies and other universal energies, to create the 
dynamics of Mother Earth, as she is today. Much of your draftsmanship put together the 
continents, shaped the oceans, raised the levels of certain land masses and created a 
structure within which humankind could grow and progress. You were not solely 



responsible. of course not. There were others with who you were in constant telepathic 
communication; others around the globe. Each was placed in or near a similar vortex of 
energy.  
 
You are all aware of the many vortexes of energy in and around planet Earth. NOW BE 
AWARE THAT THERE ARE ALWAYS A GROUP OF AT LEAST FIVE ENERGY MASTERS, IN LIVING 
FORM, WHO EXIST EITHER IN OR AROUND THE VORTICES, TO CONSTANTLY GUIDE, DIRECT 
AND FINE-TUNE THE ENERGIES.  
 
To Khur: you have permission to telepathically communicate with the groups, or the 
individuals, to further your structures and currents. Have fun. It is a new and exciting game 
plan that you can work on. You will create fabric and tapestries that have not been seen by 
this planet. There are many like you around the world, who are ready to COMMUNICATE 
WITH these keepers. Many of these keepers are hidden deep within Mother Earth, and exist 
as Hermits, nomads, and wanderers— even what you would term ‘madmen’. Some are 
known to the public; others completely hidden. But they will have one thing in common. 
None of them will move any great distance from their particular vortex. They will spend 
their entire lifetime in close proximity to their particular vortex; else they would lose their 
connection. so that, dear friend, is what you intuited, as you have been a similar energy 
keeper in many, many lifetimes.  
 
Let us now speak of you. Let us have your shared experience.  
 
May: I saw a pristine white golden light, shimmering light rising out of the valley.  
 
The Archangel: Who would like to offer an explanation?  
 
May: (inaudible)  
 
The Archangel: You were, and you were (pointing to 2 Group Members) energy 
communicators. You used your own, let us say, physicality, though it was not physical, as 
you know it now, to transmit energy from various vortices around this planet. You were an 
energy messenger; only someone with a high level of vibration can contain different strands 
of energy, and transfer them around the globe, a vital task. These energies including 
information, knowledge, wisdom, love, light, E.T folklore and different other strands, 
required for the growth and development of mankind.  
 
Are you now beginning to see now why the 4 of you have formed a sub-group? You must 
take at least one session with just the 4 of you, where you speak to one another of what has 
transpired today. Much more information will arise. Each must help the other to decipher. 
Deciphering for self is always harder. Explore this aspect of your unified past.  
 
Let us talk today a little more of vortices. The one that has just been explored by each and 
every one of you is a new vortex. It has just been activated on your planet Earth. This is not 
what you call Shambala, as many in this room thought. Though Shambala is also a collection 
of high level, uncontaminated energies. This  is a new Shambala. The activation of this 
particular vortex will have great effect on this planet and the planetary bodies around you. 



It is a new and highly volatile vortex. We say this not to scare you dear friends, but to tell 
you how to work with these energies. And you have been given permission by the celestial 
counsel to merge your energies with this vortex directly.  
 
Now in this year of manifestation, high—level energies will circulate through this vortex. 
Energies are released into the Cosmos by Mother Earth through this vortex. They gather 
new and appropriate energies and move back in a cyclical motion to the vortex, and are 
drawn back into the core of the planet again. And once again the cycle continues and again, 
and again, forming a structure like a black hole. However, this black hole will not function as 
you know black holes to function. The strength will increase in this pattern, aiding Mother 
Earth and all her inhabitants to move into the 5th dimension.  
 
But the energies are so powerful and so volatile that each one’s individual thoughts and 
emotions can now manifest in an expansive form. If you wish, for example, to work 
collectively on a particular project, connect as a group to these energies and give the project 
your focus and you will manifest whatever you wish. But with it comes responsibility. Stray 
and random thoughts take these energies in different, dissipated directions, which then may 
affect all that they touch. The responsibility is monumental. Let us help you understand this 
further by allowing you to ask questions.  
 
Group Member: May we individually manifest by connecting to the energies of the group?  
 
The Archangel: Yes, you may. Remember, this vortex energy has not been given to all in 
your group. It has been given to this small sub—group. And it may be in the future be given 
in a different form, to the other group members.  
 
Group Member: Are there more vortices around the planet, or is this the only one, shifting 
us into the 5th?  
 
The Archangel: Newer and newer vortices are constantly being formed. Energy does not 
remain static. From instant to instant, newer and newer vortices of different magnitude are 
being activated. However, this particular one is of prime importance, in this given instance 
of now and must be worked with for the next several months. It is like a flood of energies. 
Other small vortices will open around the planet; some of them have specific tasks, e.g. 
some smaller ones will only work on the dissemination of universal knowledge. And so those 
energies may be only used for that task.  
 
THIS IS A MULTI-PURPOSE VORTEX. IT MAY BE USED FOR ANYTHING YOU WISH. ANYTHING, 
INCLUDING DESTRUCTION.  
 
Group Member: (inaudible)  
 
The Archangel: Let us explain this. You are all aware of the various energy centers, such as 
the pyramids, the mountains in the Inca regions, other energetic areas under your temples. 
These activate at various points in your human evolution. Depending upon what energies 
that is required to be released. Sometimes they lessen their intensity. Some even lie 
dormant, while others are activated.  



 
This is simply to maintain the balance that is required at that given time, for human 
evolution. And there are many such friends, like this one, who orchestrated the game-play 
between different vortices. There are others like this beautiful one who work with all 
simultaneously. And there are others like this friend who carry the energies around, 
distributing, adjusting, fine tuning, vibrating the energies of your planet, allowing her to 
grow in the most fruitful manner. So vortices are constantly being activated, placed into 
dormancy, activated, and placed into dormancy. But even when dormant, the energy of that 
area is much higher than that of the surrounding areas. Hence you will feel a vibration when 
you visit that area. Like the Stonehenge.  
 
A Group Member: Because Earth is having a dimensional change from the 3rd, 4th, 5th, 
certain vortices are opening at certain places. Vortices are connected to lei lines around the 
planet, the grid. Can you explain on that?  
 
The Archangel: We will give you a brief explanation, dear friend. You are aware that a grid 
exists, around the planet. Now be aware that hundreds of thousands of grids exist around 
the planet, any planetary body, any physical body, any sentient being. These vortices work 
in a most ‘musical’ manner. Just as your music rises and falls, and a combination of notes 
activates the most melodious sounds to your ears. But when you take them individually they 
are just notes. So do the vortices around your planet create universal music. Imagine the 
symphony of celestial energy that is being raised point by point, strength by strength. Some 
in a gush, others in a sharp beam, like a laser. Some in a soap bubble formation, others in a 
fountain of light.  
 
Each one will affect the lei lines, the grids they are most akin to, some will work on one grid, 
others on hundreds. So, as these grids, these lei lines, get activated, they in turn form an 
energy vibration, that set off other vortices. A whole symphony of energies is played out 
around you. These vortices, these grids then affect, naturally not only the human race, but 
all other sentient beings. And they vibrate in the grids around you, causing you to release 
your creative energy, your emotions, your anger, your fury. Each spark of light sets of into 
motion a new energy. A new thought, a new vibration, a new aspect of creation. Do you 
now understand, beloved one, why words fail us?  
 
Group Member: The energies that you have discussed today. You have talked about the 
destructive and the creative side of them. And somehow I am visiting energies that I am 
familiar with and I am wondering what perspective and understanding I should have? From 
what I knew and from what I am now being told.  
 
The Archangel: Does anyone understand this question?  
 
Group Member: Are these the same type of energies that I knew earlier? Or have they 
changed?  
 
The Archangel: These are completely new, dear friend. Let us explain your energy structure 
to you to understand self better. You are a complete enigma, energetically. Accept this. You 
are only an enigma to your third-dimensional, conscious self. And you had to be, to 



reactivate the learning and wisdom within you. You had to place the veil between YOU and 
you. For most others in this 3rd dimensional form, they function in a time line of past, 
present and future in their understanding and their energies also move in this manner.  
 
But there are a few in your group who function as inter-dimensional beings. You are one of 
them. You constantly move between dimensions, sometimes incarnating in one era and 
dimension, and in the very next instant moving in another completely different time line. 
This does tend to cause confusion, and this is a very courageous step the higher soul takes in 
order to garner experiences of all aspects, not only of this universe but all universes, in all 
times lines and all dimensions. When you, personally, go to an energy vortex such as 
Stonehenge, it will set off in you, energy memories of different dimensions and timelines. As 
you are functioning in a continuous timeline in the 3rd or the 4th, you are not able to access 
those memories of familiarity somewhere within your core you are aware that you are 
familiar and have experienced these energies in the past, but are unable to hold on to and 
receive any information about it. The 3rd dimensional mind clamps down and says to you, “I 
am feeling something, but I do not understand it, perhaps I am creating it in my mind.” The 
only way to access more and more information about these energies, which seem familiar, 
yet seem complex to you, is to have complete trust and faith. Nothing else will serve. The 
instant you have faith in them and you trust that they will work for you, they Will. And it is 
from that, that you will receive memories.  
 
May: May I ask a personal question about my physical experience? I felt no explosions, just 
calm and heat in this arm. I am continuing to feel light and this component is burning with a 
soft heat.  
 
The Archangel: Let us explain. You are, in this life time, a “double agent”! You exist in this 
3rd dimensional form and you are experiencing whatever issues you wish to go through. You 
are experiencing your growth and learning in this complete manifestation of 3rd 
dimensional form. Simultaneously you are working as a separate entity, still carrying these 
energies around planet Earth. More than half your work is done in the astral, every night, by 
the other part of you. Now this is not the astral form of this body. It is the part of you that is 
working every night, astrally. You are as 2 souls, joint together connected. You have chosen 
an expanded and courageous path to follow. Now, welcome your twin brother. You are 
experiencing his sensations at this point. As you are finally merging with his energies, 
remember he is another aspect of you, but he is completely separate from this you. This is 
not your higher soul; it is another aspect of you. We use the word twin brother only as an 
example. He is a twin of You.  
 
Group Member: Could you explain to me what I say and felt? I took this energy and put it on 
my head like a towel.  
 
The Archangel: Let us come back to this. Let us finish with this child’s utter confusion. But 
first someone here wished to add to this?  
 
Group Member: He always carries energies from where ever he travels, especially China. 
And he imparts them to us. So he is the energy carrier.  
 



The Archangel: Do you see how the 2 of you work together at all times?  
 
Group Member: Is this twin a separate soul, or is it the same soul?  
 
The Archangel: 2 aspects of the same soul. Hence he is not actually a brother. He is a twin of 
the same you. It is a hard concept to understand, as you don’t have this in the 3rd 
dimension. Hence he is attached to you energy wise. The 2 of you move as one. When this 
energy form is addressed, he is free to fly and return. This must not be confused with your 
concept of the higher soul. (Points to other Group Members) They will help you understand 
this better and better.  
 
Do you see why we say have a long, private session?  
 
Group Member: When you asked for the explosion I was instantly taken to those beings 
that are like slabs of granite, floating around the cosmos. Why am I still feeling their 
presence? What is the connection?  
 
The Archangel: My dear friend, a very good connection; beings such as those who aid 
vortices around the universe. In fact, sometimes their energies trigger the explosion that is 
required. They float free through space and time. Their grids automatically set off the 
appropriate energy structures, in all aspects around them, planets, stars, asteroids, celestial 
beings, energies of space; that is part of their function. That is what you picked up.  
 
To another Group Member: describe to all the sensation that you received.  
 
Group Member: I took this energy and which my physical hands placed it around my head.... 
(inaudible)  
 
The Archangel: Would any one like to offer an explanation?  
 
The Archangel: You are not permitted to sit in this room and not speak. From now on it is 
demanded by all.  
 
Group Member:... .inaudible.  
 
The Archangel: Thank you that is correct. Let us add to that. Would you like to state what 
you think this means, ‘taking the energies around the head’?  
 
Group Member: inaudible  
 
The Archangel: We will not worry her further.  
 
Group Member: She was feeling the need to protect herself from something that she was 
afraid of. That’s why she wanted it as a support.  
 
The Archangel: Let us fine-tune this answer, which is semi-accurate. You have picked up the 
essence, but the human mind (which often does this) has restructured the answer to make 



sense. Our friend here is a living conduit to these energies. And she has chosen to do this as 
part of her growth in this 3rd dimensional form. Unlike our friend there who works with a 
twin, she has chosen to literally carry these energies around her like a wrap. She is 
incorporating them into her grid; one of her various grids. And she has contracted to use 
these vortices energies, not just the vortex you visited now, but all the vortexes, to aid those 
around her. Part of these energies will be used to sooth fear when others need it. Not her 
own, but others. And of course -in serving others she will work on her feat that she carries, 
as a 3rd dimensional human. She has surrounded herself right now in a grid-like structure, 
which you may all look at if you are able ‘to see’. It is moving in an extremely vibrant form 
and is solidifying around her. And she will use this to help benefit al those who come into 
her sphere.  
 
Group Member  
 
The Archangel: It is simply the activation of the highest aspect of self— The Maha Atma. 
That is your form. You were simply reminded of it. it was already present.  
 
Group Member: Do all the other planets benefit from the energies going around us?  
 
The Archangel: Always! Just as, in a household, when one particular person emits constant 
joy and love, all the others pick it up. And it may work in different ways. Those who wish to 
work and expand will work with it and expand. But there may be one or two in the 
household who may want to work in a different way and perhaps want to experience pain 
and suffering. And for those, joy activation is not appropriate, so they will, in fact, use it to 
go in the opposite direction and increase their pain and suffering; so is it with these 
energies. As the planet evolves, the energies affect all planets and planetary bodies around 
and in turn these set of a trigger of energies in those bodies, helping some grow and 
expand, and others contract and shield. Let us leave it at that.  
 
Group Member: I would like to know now that the earth is moving into the 5th are the 
pyramidal energies lying dormant?  
 
The Archangel: It has been explained to you before, dear friend, and we do not wish to 
repeat ourselves, but for the benefit of the ones who were previously not present, we will 
summarize this.  
 
The pyramids on earth act as a hub of energy. The pyramid in itself is not complete as a 
structure. It is only a energy conduit or hub. When a pyramid on earth lines up with a 
pyramid on another planetary body, a beam is formed between the 2 and then the energy is 
activated to the maximum. The instant the pyramids move apart the beam is severed and 
they stay dormant. This is constantly in motion, therefore pyramids activate and deactivate 
instantly, at points you have no concept of. The other hub of your pyramid may not even be 
in your solar system. It may be across the universe. Do you now see how these beams 
activate and deactivate? But the hub will always contain within it a vibration of energies. 
Even when deactivated.  
 
Group Member: How will it help us go into the 5th?  



 
The Archangel: More and more of these “beams of light” are now being activated at greater 
and greater speed, and more and more powerful hubs from around the universe are being 
aligned with your pyramids, to create energies that are required for your growth.  
 
Group Member: Are the pyramids connected to the lei lines and the vortices?  
 
The Archangel: Indirectly. The vortex that you just worked upon will add its energies to all 
aspects of Mother Earth. Some vortices will use this energy to reactivate and others will use 
this to shield themselves from it, as it is inappropriate for them to be in active mode just 
now.  
 
Group Member: And these vortices, will it help to change the grids of humanity into the 
5th?  
 
The Archangel: Yes indeed. It is one of the many tools.  
 
Let us now explain the presence of our 2 friends. Why have these “new friends” been 
introduced to this group?  
 
Group Member  
 
The Archangel: We would like to ask our energy master to tell us about the root energies in 
this room.  
 
Khur: This must come from the work I do. I work with circuits. And sometimes the circuit is 
not complete, because I am looking for a connection to activate it. It just does not fit. Fresh 
new energies I have seen just come and help me complete that circuit. This is my personal 
experience. So I wait for these people to come, because my circuits are ready for expansion 
of light.  
 
The Archangel: Have you completed new circuits today?  
 
Group Member: I have.  
 
The Archangel: Would you like to add anything further?  
 
Group Member: What was implanted in me, those energies are still very strong. Today with 
the vortices, added to it, has given me a further expansion of what I must do. I request the 
Masters to please help me because the responsibility is huge. The souls that I deal with, I 
sometimes fear, should not be hampered or hindered in any way.  
 
The Archangel: You are starting on a new phase, my dear friend, in your work. You are 
aware of this. You have been given much information over the last few days. Today we add 
this: Begin by choosing any one vortex on planet Earth, you wish to work with. You are not 
bound to it, it is simply a starting point. Allow your intuition to take you to whichever is 
most appropriate to you. It need not even be an acknowledged vortex. Then choose from 



that vortex, one soul that you choose to connect with, in telepathy. And speak to that 
joyous soul that governs the energy of that vortex. He will instantly connect you to the 
others. From that you will receive the entire grid of planet Earth. Now you will be instantly 
connected to any vortex and any soul keeper. This will eventually tie in to the work that you 
have been given. You will start to see the beautiful celestial connection. Enjoy it. this work 
cannot be done without joy. It will not work. The connections will fail if you do not have joy. 
Play with it.  
 
These 2 souls (Pin and Farz) are beautiful souls of light. They have come today, not only to 
complete circuits, but also to share with our group the energies they contain. They work in 
diametrically opposite ways! Energetically, this friend (Pin) as she grows and develops with 
the work will learn to draw into her grid, negativity of others. Pain, suffering and sorrow. 
She will learn to transmute and sent it out into the universe, where it is required. She will 
not draw it into her physical.  
 
This child (Far) will just be a beam of light. She will infuse light into all those she meets. Do 
you see the beautiful counterpoint?— Each doing exactly the same, in opposite ways. Which 
is better, which is worse? Neither. Both are magnificent. Take a moment now, and examine 
the energy structures of this child (Pinky). What do you feel?  
 
Group Member: I feel a cool breeze coming from her, very refreshing and calming. Group 
Member : great strength. Ganesh energies.  
 
The Archangel: Indeed a very powerful aspect of herself. Do you see how she is setting 
herself up to be the receiver in the future? Wisdom is being reactivated. Growth, self 
development; She is spreading out her energy net, to be this magnificent receiver.  
 
Let us now take a moment and view this child (Farz). Her energies.  
 
Group Member: I saw her as a tall structure, like a Street light, and she is below 
transmitting to the above.  
 
The Archangel: How does this child make you feel?  
 
Group Member: Joyous, effervescence; attracted to her light, like a beacon, like a 
lighthouse. I thought she was an angel and wanted to love her.  
 
The Archangel: You are right. The angelic family is extremely connected to this child. She 
must now learn about the angels. Kindly aid her. Allow the release. Provoke it. Allow the 
angelic connection to activate. Fill yourself with the energies. You are reclaiming who you 
are. Yes my beloved, the angelic realm has come to reclaim you.  
 
You will provide her with the appropriate essence. Allow it to be one that releases all the 
doubts and allows the angelic connection.  
 
Be in Light.  
 



BLESSINGS AND JOY FROM ARCHANGEL MICHAEL. 


